MCT Challenge #2
MCT Challenge #2 is a continuation of Challenge #1 that involves making further changes to an alreadychanged document. The key element of the challenge is a deletion that spans material already deleted in the
document that resulted in Challenge #1.
The goal is to continue grounded comparison of MCT against provisions that are already supported in existing
change-tracking implementations. There is nothing particularly surprising. This is simply a little more to pay
attention to when seeking interoperability and up-/down-level document portability.

Challenge #2 Conditions
This challenge starts by making a selection in the document that was the result in Challenge #1:

There are two modifications:
•

The Challenge # in the title is changed from “1” to “2”.

•

There is a selection in the first paragraph that spans the deletion that occurred in Challenge #1.

The differences in change-marking appearance from one use of the document to another happens automatically
as part of the software's provisions for distinguishing changes from different sources.
This version of the document no longer has any record of the second paragraph having been indented. That
implementation defect is not of interest here. Now consideration is on further modification of the document that
resulted, regardless of its fidelity to the Challenge #1 starting document.
After the selection is deleted and the document saved as the MCT Challenge #2 document, the combinations of
editing operations are distinguished in the new documents presentation of tracked changes (Figure 2):

The Deletion-Insertion Operation
The first change was in the top heading line. This is how the presence of tracked changes is shown in the ODF
1.2 markup of that heading:

In stock ODF 1.2 change-tracking, the selection of the “1” in “#1” and over-striking with “2” is treated as two
changes: a deletion and an adjacent insertion. In this particular case, the insertion is immediately following the
deletion point (Fig. 3). Once consequence of this common treatment of a replacement as two changes is that the
two changes can be accepted/rejected independently.
An important feature of ODF 1.2 change-tracking is seen in Figure 3. Inserted content is bracketed by
<text:change-start> and <text:change-end> elements. These are tied to each other and the
applicable <text:tracked-changes> <text:changed-region> element by a single ID. (Compare
Fig.4.) The start and end elements are not constrained by the XML element hierarchy. The ODF specifications
make no explicit requirement with regard to hierarchical constraints on the start-end bracketings. There are
interesting resiliency cases that beg to be explored.
There are simple questions for MCT treatment of this case:
•

When the change is created in MCT, is it tracked as a single action with two consequences, or two
separate actions?

•

When ODF 1.2 tracked-changes are upward converted, is there any difficulty having these be separate
operations at what is essentially the place? That is, can they still be recognized and independently
accepted/rejected in a straightforward manner?

These questions are simply for understanding what the MCT principles will be for consistent treatment of this
common situation.
Note: I do not claim there is an usability issue with the treatment of a replacement as adjacent deletions and
insertions. This may be the simplest way to reflect the operation, so long as users have no difficulty
understanding how to deal with the change-tracking as part of subsequent acceptance/rejection actions. Were
combination into a single, composite action under MCT, the paired operations would still need to be tolerated
up-down-level. It seems the possibility of composite actions was anticipated in the design of the ODF 1.0
<text:changed-region> element, but this prospect does not seem to have been exploited.

The Deletion-Over-Deletion Operation
The purposed of the current challenge was to explore the case of a subsequent deletion that includes a tracked
deletion in its content. The result was unexpected. It is not unreasonable (Fig. 5).
Splitting of the overlapping second deletion into two parts that are adjacent to the original deletion is an
interesting action. It makes them independently accepted/rejected. That is probably not an usability issue, and
it avoids any consideration about the temporal ordering of the operations. There are edge cases worth
exploration, especially when insertions and deletions overlap in various ways.

In (Fig. 6), the <office:change-info> elements have been replaced by comments having the same details
in order to abbreviate the space taken by the figure.

Accompanying Material
The Zip package carrying this MCT Challenge #2 document has the following materials:
•

CT-2012-11-26-1531-MCT-Challenge-02.odt
This ODF 1.2 Text document.

•

CT-2012-10-04-1617-Challenge-01-tracked.odt
The ODF 1.2 Text document from MCT Challenge #1 that is the input for derivation of this MCT
Challenge #2.

•

CT-2012-10-15-1748-Challenge-02-tracked.odt
The ODF 1.2 Text document produced with the changes described in this MCT Challenge #2 account

